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Spotlight on Dance
Come Dance With Me!
3rd and 5th grade are learning about choreographers, and they
are creating dances inspired by their techniques and dance
philosophies. 5th grade is learning about multiple
choreographers, and 3rd grade is focusing on Merce
Cunningham.
I invite all parents of 3rd and 5th graders to come and
experience a dance lesson Tuesday November 19th, at 2:45 in
the dance studio (rm 203). Please remember to wear
comfortable clothes and sneakers.
Alexis Garay agaray@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Art
What’s going on in the art room?
A lot of new things are starting up in the art room.
Kindergarteners are ﬁnishing up their “Monster School Portrait”
collages. They are going to be thinking about dinosaurs next!
Kindergartners are going to be creating a little clay dinosaur.
After they create their clay dinosaur they will be considering
where their dinosaur lives.. Students will be painting a
landscape for their dinosaur and turning it into a 3D
environment for their dino to live in. We will be creating these
over the next few weeks- it will be a lot of fun!
1st graders are exploring textures. After looking at lots of images of
ﬁsh and ﬁsh scales students will be creating a painting of ﬁsh scales.
These paintings will eventually become large soft sculptures of
imaginary ﬁsh or other imaginary sea creatures. I am looking forward
to seeing what they come up with over the next few weeks!
2nd grade has been thinking all about color. After learning the basics
of color mixing second graders have been exploring colors and
writing “color recipes.” They also created names for the colors they
invented. They will be using the colors they are inventing for a special
project. In the photo to the right you can see two second graders
creating new colors!
4th grade is exploring surrealism. They
have been looking at works from
surrealists like Salvador Dali, René Magritte, and Max Ernst. So far in this
exploration we have learned about exquisite corpse drawings and have
created our own collaborative drawings. We are starting to explore the
concept of surrealist automatism and making works by chance. You can
our version of “inkblots” here. Eventually students will design their own
project inspired by surrealism.
5th grade is exploring pop art. I have been showing the students notable pop artists like Andy
Warhol, Roy Litchenstien, Claus Oldenburg, and James Rosenquist. We also have looked at works
by contemporary artists like Jeﬀ Koons who work in the tradition of
pop art. Students are currently in an experimenting phase while
learning about these artists - they are using tracing paper,
experimenting with printmaking, and will be experimenting with
collage. Eventually students will be designing a project inspired by
pop art. 5th graders are invited to bring images from magazines, small
objects, or books to use as a reference for the work they would like to
create. Julia Munar jmunar@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Music
Please drop by my bulletin board for more photos of our students in action!

General Music (K, 1st, 3rd & 5th)
Kindergarten has begun a four-week sequence
about music fundamentals-- tempo (the speed
of the beat, via “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”),
articulation (short vs. long, via “Ach! du lieber
Augustin” and string quartets by Debussy and
Schickele) and dynamics (soft vs. loud, via
“Rock-a-bye Baby”) which will culminate in
conducting each other to indicate all three.
1st-graders went head-ﬁrst into the
“wraparound” unit based around “Shake Them
‘Simmons Down,” involving singing, dancing (to
be reﬁned and “squared” by Ms. Alexis), playing a
bordun (a simple repeating pattern) on our
numerous Orﬀ mallet instruments, and ﬁguring
out what a persimmon is in the ﬁrst place. (See
my board for the full experience.)
3rd-graders continued learning about how
songs can be taken apart, this time in larger
“chunks,” using various marches by Sousa as
examples. We also explored the role that
dynamics play in changing the mood of a piece,
using the spiritual “Train is a-Comin’” and Joseph
Joubert’s “Choo-Choo Joubert.”
5th-graders ﬁnished the sequence on triple meter with an examination of “The Star-Spangled
Banner” from multiple angles— musically (meter), historically (including the War of 1912 and the
controversial third verse), and performatively (with viewings of Jimi Hendrix at Woodstock and
Whitney Houston at Super Bowl XXV). They also examined three of the musical themes of Bizet’s
opera Carmen and saw them in dramatic context in clips from the Metropolitan Opera.

Concert Band (4th & 5th)
4th graders have now learned ﬁve notes (concert B-ﬂat to concert F)
and have become experts at assembling their instruments (clarinets
and saxophones truly are beasts to assemble). This class setting is
probably unlike any they’ve been in before, but they’ve become eager
participants. Congratulations to Mr. Jansen & Ms. Pavic’s class
(pictured) for being the ﬁrst class with 100% attendance and 100%
instrument preparedness!
The 5th graders are progressing well and may even be ready for
performance shortly. Check the school-wide emails for a possible
date to coincide with the winter celebrations.

Warren Bloom
wbloom@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Drama
Welcome to Drama Class!

...In kindergarten we are finishing “Goldilocks and the Three
Bears”. Your child may be able to act out some of the story for you!
We will now be starting our unit of “The Three Little Pigs”. Using
this story students are introduced to the concept of character
empathy. Most of us know that in the story pig one is considered
lazy, pig two playful, pig three hardworking and the wolf is simply
angry, mean and hungry. We discuss and learn through activity,
how we all share every emotion. Actors must tap into these
universal emotions and empathize with their characters as well as
those around them. All students perform a part in this story as well.
In first grade we have read three books by Ezra Jack Keats, “The
Snowy Day”, “Whistle for Willie” and “The Trip”. We continue to explore “sense memory” (the imagined
recollection of how things touch, taste, etc.) as well as the character’s setting and walking through his
life in the book. We will be reading “Regards to the Man in the Moon” next. Feel free to read these and
other Ezra Jack Keats books with your child.

In second grade we continue to write our own class fairytale by collectively coming up with the main
characters and themes for the story. We turn and talk to partners to create the details of the story or
how the story might continue. The students get to act out the characters and go on “adventures” based
on our collective and individual ideas. The students have so many ideas that all of them couldn’t
possibly fit into our eventual play. If your child has many of her/his own ideas you can encourage your
child to write down or talk about these ideas and save
them to make her/his own story and even act it out.
In third grade we have read and created informal
collaborative performances of small sections of the story,
“Who’s in Rabbit’s House” a folktale of the Masai tribe of
Kenya and Tanzania. I was surprised and impressed by
their mature understanding of characterization, stage
picture and conventions. We will soon be starting our unit
on individual storytelling.
In fourth grade I have been scaffolding the basics of
free-form improvisation where students are learning to
create scenes with little to no given information. We have just begun to learn how to construct a good
first line of a scene. The first line must give the audience and one’s partner a context for what is about
to unfold. We do this by trying to put as many of the “5W’s” (who, what, when, where, why) into a
sentence of dialogue as possible while still sounding realistic. For example, a line as simple as “Trick
or treat!” gives us all the context we need. The audience can assume that a kid is outside someone’s
house, in a costume, on Halloween, asking for candy. It’s great practice to see how many other simple
sentences your child can come up with that describe the context of a scene. Another good example is,
“This soup you served me has something floating in it.” How many of the “W’s” can you find?
In fifth grade we have been learning how to construct an aesthetically pleasing tableau, then create
one that is not only artful, but creates a context or setting, we then added ways to bring the tableaux to
life using movement, sound effects, dialogue and characterization. While watching movies you might
occasionally press pause to see if the director was careful to create an artistic tableau in each frame,
aside from creating an engaging storyline.
Adriane Erdos
aerdos@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Physical Education
What’s Going On In P.E.?
Grades K-2 have started a Health Unit where we will cover how
to ﬁght germs, dental hygiene, and healthy eating and drinking
habits. Your child will learn how to diﬀerentiate between go
foods (fruits and vegetables, which you should eat all the time),
slow foods (foods that might have more sugar or fat, which you
should eat sometimes, like meats and dairy) and whoa foods
(aka “junk foods,” which should be eaten once in awhile). As
you’re eating, you can ask your child “Do you think this is a go
food, slow food, or whoa food?” (Warning: some answers can be
debated!)
In grades 3-5 students are working with their ﬁrst manipulative; a soccer ball. Students will be
developing critical skills in soccer such as passing, receiving and shooting with proper form.
Please have your child wear appropriate footwear (sneakers preferably) when they attend their P.E.
class.

Aly Carlotti
acarlotti@ps8brooklyn.org

Read more on our website

Bill Maxcy
BMaxcy@ps8brooklyn.org

